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Dark Matter (DM)

(ESA/Planck)

• 1/4 of the mass of the 
    Universe is composed
    of dark matter

• a lot of evidence from 
    CMB, clusters, galaxies,..

• but its true nature is
    still unknown

unknown particle? (WIMP, axion, …)
unknown compact objects? (PBH, …){
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Microlensing

One way to study the abundance of compact objects such as black holes is to make 

use of gravitational lensing magnifications of background stars by such compact 

objects, which is called microlensing. Although the probability of observing such 

magnifications for individual stars is tiny, this microlensing effect can be observed 

by monitoring the brightness of millions of stars. In particular, recent discoveries of 

gravitational waves from black hole mergers have stimulated theoretical studies to 

explain dark matter with black holes as well as observational studies to constrain the 

abundance and mass of black holes using microlensing observations.

Microlensing

(MO, Kavli IPMU news No. 38)

• brightening of a distant star due to gravitational 
    lensing by a foreground compact object (DM)



simulated by glafic

Microlensing simulation
image: 
   we observe

source:  
   we would 
   observe if no 
   lensing effect

← cannot resolve
    this due to lack
    of resolution of
    observations

← observe lensing
     effect via time 
     evolution of 
     brightness of 
     a star 



An example of microlensing

© 1993 Nature  Publishing Group

Alcock+ (1993)

• first discovery of microlensing in 1993 from 
    monitoring observations of >10M stars in LMC

• symmetric single peak light curve indicates that 
    this is a real microlensing event
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FIG. 1. Upper left panel: Constraints from di↵erent observations on the fraction of PBH DM, fPBH ⌘ ⌦PBH/⌦DM, as a function
of the PBH mass Mc, assuming a monochromatic mass function. The purple region on the left is excluded by evaporations [8],
the red region by femtolensing of gamma-ray bursts (FL) [40], the brown region by neutron star capture (NS) for di↵erent
values of the dark matter density in the cores of globular clusters [41], the green region by white dwarf explosions (WD) [42],
the blue, violet, yellow and purple regions by the microlensing results from Subaru (HSC) [43], Kepler (K) [44], EROS [45] and
MACHO (M) [46], respectively. The dark blue, orange, red and green regions on the right are excluded by Planck data [36],
survival of stars in Segue I (Seg I) [47] and Eridanus II (Eri II) [48], and the distribution of wide binaries (WB) [49], respectively.
The black dashed and solid lines show, respectively, the combined constraint with and without the constraints depicted by the
colored dashed lines. Other panels: Same as the upper left panel but for a lognormal PBH mass function with � = 2 (upper
right) and for a power-law PBH mass function with � = �1 (lower left) and � = 1 (lower right).

for the two extreme cases, ✏ = 0.4 (solid purple line) [51]
and ✏ = 0.1 (dotted purple line) [52].

The Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropy
constraints on PBH accretion are subject to uncertain-
ties in the accretion process and its e↵ect on the thermal
history of the universe at early times. To account for
this, we show the bounds for both collisional ionisation
(solid dark blue line) and photoionisation (dotted dark
blue line) [36]. Recently, another sort of accretion limit
has been obtained in the mass range from a few to 107M

�

on the grounds that PBH accretion from the interstellar
medium should result in a significant population of X-ray
sources [53]. Indeed, several earlier papers have consid-

ered such a limit [54, 55]. However, all these limits are
very dependent on the accretion scenario and are there-
fore not shown.

Lensing is the only phenomenon which has been
claimed to provide positive evidence for PBHs. For ex-
ample, the results of the MACHO project – searching for
microlensing of stars in the Magellanic clouds – originally
suggested halo DM in the form of 0.5M

�

objects [56]
and these could plausibly be PBHs formed at the quark-
hadron phase transition at 10�5s. However, the DM frac-
tion was later reduced to 20% [57]. The interpretation
of the MACHO results – and also the EROS and OGLE
results – is very sensitive to the properties of the Milky

Carr+2017
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mass of compact DM (PBH)

constraints from microlensing

possible window?

no discovery of
microlensing by
compact DM
→constraints on
   its abundance

possible window 
to explain all 
dark matter by 
compact DM at 
M ~ 10-100 Msun

(~LIGO BH masses)



Discovery of new microlensing
• recently new fast transient was discovered 
    at the center of a massive cluster of galaxies
    observed in Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF)

• interpreted as a highly magnified individual star 
    at z=1.49 (magnifications >1000)

• star located very far compared with previously
    known microlensing events of stars
    (>Gpc, compared with ≲Mpc)

• this opens a new opportunity to constrain
    compact DM scenarios!



SN Refsdal

S1−S4 (ongoing)SX (~1 year later)SY (~17 years ago)

S1
S2

S3
S4SXSY

multiply imaged 
supernova in HFF

first discovery of 
resolved SN multiple
images to measurer
time delays

5th image detected 
at the right time and
place as mass 
models predict
(MO 2015;  Treu+ 2016)

MO (2015)



Discovery of Icarus

SN Refsdal 
Reappearance

2011

Late May 2016F125W (J)

5ʺ

Caustic-Crossing Event

Considered first by (Jordi) Miralda-Escude (1991)

Discovered in late April “RefsdalRedux” program to search for reappearance
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Kelly, .., MO+, arXiv:1706.10279

(cluster MACSJ1149)
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Discovery of Icarus

SN Refsdal 
Reappearance

2011
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5ʺ
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Discovered in late April “RefsdalRedux” program to search for reappearance

SN Refsdal 
Reappearance

2011

Late May 2016F125W (J)

5ʺ

Caustic-Crossing Event

Considered first by (Jordi) Miralda-Escude (1991)

Discovered in late April “RefsdalRedux” program to search for reappearance

new transient 

Johan Richard model

Kelly, .., MO+, arXiv:1706.10279

(cluster MACSJ1149)



Light curve of Icarus
Kelly, .., MO+, arXiv:1706.10279

• gradual increase, sharp drop after the peak
    (asymmetric light curve shape)

• different from traditional microlensing
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Fig. 3: Light curve of the magnified star LS1, and best-matching simulated light curves
during each interval. Fluxes measured through all wide-band HST filters are converted to
F125W using LS1’s SED. Upper panel shows LS1’s full HST light curve which begins in
2004. The lower panel shows the most densely sampled part of the light curve including
the May 2016 peak (Lev 2016A). This maximum shows two successive peaks that may
correspond to a lensed binary system of stars at redshift z = 1.49.

18

Figure 4: Light curve of the magnified star LS1, and best-matching simulated light curves dur-
ing each interval. Fluxes measured through all wide-band HST filters are converted to F125W
using LS1’s SED. The upper panel shows LS1’s full HST light curve which begins in 2004. The
lower panel shows the most densely sampled part of the light curve including the May 2016 peak
(Lev16A). This maximum shows two successive peaks that may correspond to a lensed binary
system of stars at z = 1.49.

34



Caustic crossing

flux

time

caustic critical curve

star (source) star (image) star (image)

source plane image plane

• single star crossing 
    a caustic 
→ asymmetric light curve



simulated by glafic

Caustic crossing
image: 
   we observe

source:  
   we would 
   observe if no 
   lensing effect

← cannot resolve
    this due to lack
    of resolution of
    observations

← observe lensing
     effect via time 
     evolution of 
     brightness of 
     a star 



Caustic crossing in massive clusters
• microlensing by a foreground compact object 
    in high-magnification region of a cluster

• cluster potential adds non circular symmetric 
    perturbation, producing caustics (not seen in 
    microlensing by an isolated lens)

• gravitational lensing both by the cluster 
    potential and the compact object leads to 
    ultra-high magnification, making it possible
    to observe individual stars even at z>1

Miralda-Escude (1991), Diego+ (2017),  Venumadhav+ (2017)



Understanding Icarus
le

ns
 m
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s

source star radius

• constraints on lens and source properties from 
    observed brightness, light curve, event rates

• peak magnification ≈4300 for most plausible case

(shaded: excluded)

MO, Diego, Kaiser, Kelly & Broadhurst, arXiv:1710.00148
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The result is shown in Figure 2, where we fixed the bulk
velocity of the lens to v = 500 km s�1. We find that there
are large ranges of the lens mass and the source size that
can explain MACS J1149 LS1.

However, it is expected that the lens and source pop-
ulations are not distributed uniformly in this parame-
ter space. As discussed in the next Section, the size
distribution of the source star is expected to be signif-
icantly bottom-heavy, i.e., stars with smaller radii are
more abundant than those with larger radii. The same
argument also holds for the lens mass, if we assume stan-
dard stars and stellar remnants as the lens population,
but with the minimum mass of ⇡ 0.3 M� below which
the stellar initial mass function is truncated. Therefore,
in the allowed parameter space, the most likely set of
parameters are R ⇡ 180 R� and M ⇡ 0.3 M�. In this
case, the star is magnified by a factor of ⇡ 4300 at the
peak. The result is fully consistent with the scenario that
a blue supergiant is magnified by a foreground ICL star.

On the other hand, our result does not exclude the
possibility that the microlensing is caused by an exotic
population such as PBHs with masses between ⇠ 1 M�
and ⇠ 106 M�, as long as they have low surface density
so that they satisfy the saturation condition. For more
massive lenses, Figure 2 indicates that the peak magnifi-
cation is even higher and can reach up to ⇠ 104 � 106.

V. EVENT RATES

A. Star population in the arc

It is estimated that the surface brightness of the arc
is ⇡ 25 mag arcsec�2 in F125W band [1], which cor-
responds to ⇡ 6.5 ⇥ 109L� arcsec�2. We need to con-
vert the observed arc surface brightness to the number
density of stars that can be magnified by caustic cross-
ing events. We do so by simply assuming a power-law
luminosity function of stars, dn/dL / L�2, as consid-
ered in [1]. The normalization of the luminosity function
is determined so that that the total luminosity densityR
L

max

L

min

L(dn/dL)dL matches the observed surface bright-
ness. Assuming the luminosity range of L

min

= 0.1L�
and L

max

= 107L�, the surface number density can be
converted to the number density of stars in the image
plane

n
star

(L
1

< L < L
2

) =
6.5⇥ 109 arcsec�2

µ
t

µ
r

ln(L
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/L
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)
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� L�
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2

◆

⇡ 3.5⇥ 108 arcsec�2

µ
t

µ
r

✓
L�
L
1

� L�
L
2

◆
, (60)

where µ
t

µ
r

in the denominator accounts for the lensing
magnification of luminosities of individual stars. Using
equation (27) and fixing T = 12000 K, we can convert

FIG. 3: Constraints in the M -f
p

plane for MACS J1149 LS1,
where M is the lens mass and f

p

is the mass fraction of the
point mass component to the total mass. Shaded regions show
excluded regions from the event rate (rate, equation 70). The
small rectangular region shows the rough mass fraction and
the mass range of ICL stars. Contours show the constant
even rate in this plane. From inner to outer contours, we
show contours for dN/dt = 10�2, 10�3, 10�4, and 10�5.

this to the number density in the star radius range
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#
,

(61)
where n

0

= 1.9⇥ 107 arcsec�2. For a given lens mass M ,
the lower limit of the radius comes from the constraint on
the peak magnitude. Here we consider caustic crossing
events with m

peak

< 26. From equation (50)

R
1

⇡ 140
⇣ µ

t

100

⌘�0.5

✓
M

M�

◆�0.167

R�, (62)

where we recover the dependence on µ
t

which originates
from equation (26). We set R

2

⇡ 730R�, the radius
corresponding to L

max

= 107L�.

B. Expected rate

From the analysis in Section II, we know that the typ-
ical length scale of the caustic along the �

1

direction is
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where w
arc

(assumed to be 0.2 arcsec in the following
calculations) is the width of the giant arc along the crit-
ical curve, and the saturation conditions give the upper
limit µ

t,max

. The factor µ
t

µ
r

converts the number den-
sity of the point mass lens in the image plane, ⌃/M , to
the corresponding number density in the source plane.
The prefactor 2 is introduced due to the fact that caustic
crossing events can happen on both sides of the critical
curve. As shown in Section II, while the length of the
caustic is shorter in the negative parity region, there are
twice more caustic crossings for each lens, which would
compensate the shorter length of the caustic. The sec-
ond term represents the contribution from the saturate
region in which caustic crossing events are observed (see
[26, 27]). We make a simple assumption that the rate
calculation of the saturated region is same as that for
the unsaturated region but with replacing µ

t

to the sat-
uration value µ

t,max

. Among the saturation conditions
given in equations (35) and (40), parameter values of ⌃
(or equivalently f

p

defined in equation 47) and M de-
termines which condition determine the maximum µ

t

.
These two conditions reduce to

µ
t,max

= 1.2f�1

p

, (64)

µ
t,max

= 3.7⇥ 104
✓

M

M�

◆�1/3

. (65)

By equating these two conditions we can define the crit-
ical point mass fraction f

p,crit

f
p,crit

= 3.2⇥ 10�5

✓
M

M�

◆
1/3

. (66)

When f
p

> f
p,crit

µ
t,max

is determined from equa-
tion (64), whereas when f

p

< f
p,crit

µ
t,max

is determined
from equation (65). One condition to determine µ

t,min

is R
1

= R
2

, which gives µ
t,min

. 1. In practice, µ
t,min

would be determined by the extent of the arc in the direc-
tion perpendicular to the critical curve. We tentatively
set µ

t,min

= 10, which correspond to the maximum dis-
tance from the critical curve, ✓

h,max

⇡ 1.300 (see equa-
tion 31). In some cases, however, µ

t,min

determined from

FIG. 4: Similar to Figure 2, but additional constraint on the
lens mass range from the event rate (see Figure 3) is included.

R
1

= R
2

because larger than 10, and in that case we
adopt the former value as µ

t,min

.
Plugging in the parameter values for MACS J1149 LS1,

we have

dN
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⇡ 4.7⇥ 10�7µ
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✓
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◆
1/3

� 1.9⇥ 10�6(69)

where dN/dt is the event rate, i.e., the number of caustic
crossing events per year.
We compute the event rate as a function of lens

mass M and mass fraction of the lens f
p

using equa-
tion (67). We can use this predicted rate calculation to
place additional constraints on the lens population. Since
MACS J1149 LS1 is observed with ⇠ 2 year monitoring
observations of MACS J1149, the 2� limit of the pre-
dicted rate is

dN

dt
& 0.025 year�1 (70)



Intra-Cluster Light (ICL)

NASA/ESA/IAC/HFF team, STScI

• diffuse light in clusters

• follow DM distribution

• originates from stars
    that were tidally stripped
    from member galaxies

• Icarus event can be fully  
    explained by microlensing
    due to an ICL star
   (no need for compact DM)



“Saturation’’ effect

6

parametrize it as

βh = β0

(

θh
arcsec

)2

. (32)

From these equations we have µt = µh(βh/β0)−1/2 for the
macro model magnification of one of the merging pair of
images.

The maximum magnification (equation 26) of caustic
crossing is larger for larger µt, which suggests that stars
that are closer to the critical curve can have higher mag-
nifications. However, [26] (see also [27]) argued that, even
a small fraction of point mass lenses, significantly changes
the asymptotic behavior of the macro model magnifica-
tion toward the critical curve. This is because the Ein-
stein radius of the point mass lens depends on µt as
∝ √

µt, and hence for very large
√
µt the Einstein radii

for different point mass lenses overlap, even when the
number density of point mass lenses is small. As shown
by ray-tracing simulations in [26], beyond this “satura-
tion” point the source breaks into many micro-images,
and as a result it loses its sensitivity to the source posi-
tion with respect to the macro model caustic. Therefore,
the macro model magnification in fact does not diverge
as predicted by equation (31), but saturates at a finite
value.

To estimate where the saturation happens, [26] consid-
ered the optical depth τ defined by

τ =
Σ

M
π (

√
µtθEDol)

2 , (33)

where Σ is the surface mass density of the point mass
component. Here we implicitly assumed that the point
masses have the same massM , although we note that this
approximation is reasonably good when compared with
the realistic ray-tracing simulations. [26] argued that the
saturation happens when τ ≈ 1. From the definition of
the Einstein radius (equation 3), it is found

τ ∝ µtΣ, (34)

which indicates that the maximum macro model magni-
fication where the saturation happens is inversely pro-
portional to the surface mass density of the point mass
component Σ, and does not depend on the mass M . This
means that, in order to achieve high peak magnifications
(equation 26), lower Σ is preferred. Specifically, we can
compute the maximum macro model magnification by
setting τ = 1 in equation (33) as

µt,max ≈
M

πΣ (θEDol)
2 . (35)

Since the surface mass density is proportional to M as-
suming a single mass component, M/Σ does not depend
on mass M .

We can consider another condition for the saturation
from the Einstein radius (see [27]). Even for τ ≪ 1,
when the distance to the macro model critical line, θh,

becomes comparable to the Einstein radius of the point
mass lens, the critical curves by the point mass lens merge
with those from the macro lens model, and our basic as-
sumption breaks down. Therefore, to have enough mag-
nifications by the point mass lens, we need the following
condition.

√
µtθE ! θh. (36)

Using equation (31), this condition is rewritten as

θE !
µh

µ3/2
t

. (37)

The similar condition in the source plane is

θE√
µt

! βh, (38)

which results in

θE !
β0µ2

h

µ3/2
t

. (39)

In practice equations (37) and (39) give quite similar con-
ditions, so in what follows we consider only equation (37).
From this condition, we have another condition for the
maximum magnification of the macro mass model as

µt,max ≈
(

µh

θE

)2/3

, (40)

which indicates µt,max ∝ M−1/3. The true maximum
macro magnification is given by the smaller of µt,max

given in equations (35) and (40).

C. Light curve timescales

There are important time scales that characterize caus-
tic crossing events. One is the so-called source crossing
time defined by

tsrc =
βR

u
, (41)

where βR is the angular size of the source in the source
plane, and u is the source plane velocity as defined in
equation (23). This source crossing time determines the
timescale of the light curve near the peak. Another im-
portant time scale is given by the time to cross between
caustics. Using the width of the caustics, βw (equa-
tion 13), it is expressed as

tEin =
βw

u
, (42)

which gives the typical timescale between multiple caus-
tic crossing events. The former timescale tsrc does not
depend on the lens property, whereas the latter timescale
tEin scales with the lens mass as ∝ M1/2.

≈√μtθE

low surface density Σ high surface density Σ

• when the number density of compact DM 
    is very high, Einstein radii highly overlap
    → peak magnification decreases

τ≳1 → saturation

Diego, .., MO+, arXiv:1706.10281



Constraint on compact dark matter
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• high number 
    density leads 
    to too strong 
    saturation 
    which cannot 
    explain Icarus

• close window
    at 10-100 Msun
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FIG. 7: Constraints on the mass (M) and abundance (fp) of
compact dark matter. Shaded regions show excluded regions
from caustic crossing studied in this paper, microlensing ob-
servations of M31 with Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)
[11], EROS/MACHO microlensing [6, 9], ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies (UFDs) [42], and Planck cosmic microwave back-
ground observations (Planck) [43]. For UFDs and Planck,
conservative limits are shown by solid lines, whereas more
stringent limits are shown by dashed lines.

dark matter becomes much smaller than the source size.
In this case, any lensing effects by compact dark matter
is smeared out due to the finite source size effect, and as
a result it does not cause any saturation. We can write
this condition as

θE√
µt

! βR. (74)

Given the allowed range of the source radius R and µt <
100, this condition reduces to

M ! 1.5× 10−5M⊙. (75)

From this argument, we can derive constraints on the
mass M and abundance fp of compact dark matter. Fig-
ure 7 shows the rough excluded region in the M -fp plane
from the observation of MACS J1149 LS1. As discussed
in [1], the very high abundance of ∼ 30 M⊙ black holes
[29], which is motivated by recent observations of gravita-
tional waves [44], is excluded, although more careful com-
parisons with simulated microlensing light curves should
be made in order to place more robust constraints.

We expect that we can place tighter constraints on
compact dark matter from long monitoring observations
of giant arcs and careful analysis of observed light curves.
This is because point mass lens with different masses have
quite different characteristics of light curves such as time
scales and peak magnifications. Therefore, observations
or absence of light curve peaks with different time scales
may be used to place constraints on the abundance of
compact dark matter with different masses, although we
have to take account of the uncertainty in the velocity for

the robust interpretation. As discussed in [26], another
clue may be obtained by detailed observations of light
curves before and after the peak. As mentioned above,
in order to obtain robust constraints on compact dark
matter from observations, it is also important to conduct
ray-tracing simulations that include both ICL stars and
compact dark matter, as was partly done in [26]. Ray-
tracing simulations are helpful to better understand what
kind light curves such compound lens system predict.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have adopted a simple analytical lens
model that consists of a point mass lens and a constant
convergence and shear field, which is used to study lens-
ing properties of a point mass lens embedded in high
magnification regions due to the cluster potential. This
model has been used to derive characteristic scales of
caustic crossing events in giant arcs, such as the time
scale of light curves and maximum magnifications, as a
function of the mass of the point mass lens and the ra-
dius of the source star. We have tuned model parame-
ters to the MACS J1149 LS1 event to constrain lens and
source properties of this event. We have also computed
expected event rates, and derived additional constraints
on the lens and source properties of MACS J1149 LS1.

Our results that are summarized in Figures 3 and 4
indicate that MACS J1149 LS1 is fully consistent with
microlensing by ICL stars. The allowed ranges of the
lens mass and source radius are 0.1 M⊙ ! M ! 4 ×
103M⊙ and 40 R⊙ ! R ! 260 R⊙, respectively. The
most plausible radius of the source star is R ≈ 180 R⊙

(luminosity L ≈ 6 × 105 L⊙), which is consistent with
a blue supergiant. In this case, the source star should
have been magnified by a factor of ≈ 4300 at the peak.
Our results suggest that the allowed ranges of the lens
mass and source radius are relative narrow, which limit
the possibility of explaining MACS J1149 LS1 by exotic
dark matter models.

We have discussed the possibility of constraining com-
pact dark matter in the presence of ICL stars. Using
the saturation argument, we have shown that compact
dark matter models with high fractional matter densi-
ties (fp " 0.1) for a wide mass range of 10−5M⊙ !
M ! 102M⊙ are inconsistent with the observation of
MACS J1149 LS1 because such models predict too low
magnifications at the position of MACS J1149 LS1. We
note that this constraint from the saturation condition
should be applicable to the total compact dark matter
fraction for models with extended mass functions [45].
We expect that we can place tighter constraints on the
abundance and mass of compact dark matter by careful
analysis of observed light curves as well as more observa-
tions of caustic crossing events.

In this paper, we have assumed a single star as a source.
As discussed in [1], there is a possibility that the source
is in fact a binary star, based on multiple peaks in the

MO, Diego, Kaiser, Kelly & Broadhurst, arXiv:1710.00148

(see also Inoue & Kusenko 2017;
Zumalacarregui & Seljak 2017)
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FIG. 7: Constraints on the mass (M) and abundance (fp) of
compact dark matter. Shaded regions show excluded regions
from caustic crossing studied in this paper, microlensing ob-
servations of M31 with Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC)
[11], EROS/MACHO microlensing [6, 9], ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies (UFDs) [42], and Planck cosmic microwave back-
ground observations (Planck) [43]. For UFDs and Planck,
conservative limits are shown by solid lines, whereas more
stringent limits are shown by dashed lines.

dark matter becomes much smaller than the source size.
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is smeared out due to the finite source size effect, and as
a result it does not cause any saturation. We can write
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θE√
µt

! βR. (74)

Given the allowed range of the source radius R and µt <
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M ! 1.5× 10−5M⊙. (75)
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from the observation of MACS J1149 LS1. As discussed
in [1], the very high abundance of ∼ 30 M⊙ black holes
[29], which is motivated by recent observations of gravita-
tional waves [44], is excluded, although more careful com-
parisons with simulated microlensing light curves should
be made in order to place more robust constraints.

We expect that we can place tighter constraints on
compact dark matter from long monitoring observations
of giant arcs and careful analysis of observed light curves.
This is because point mass lens with different masses have
quite different characteristics of light curves such as time
scales and peak magnifications. Therefore, observations
or absence of light curve peaks with different time scales
may be used to place constraints on the abundance of
compact dark matter with different masses, although we
have to take account of the uncertainty in the velocity for

the robust interpretation. As discussed in [26], another
clue may be obtained by detailed observations of light
curves before and after the peak. As mentioned above,
in order to obtain robust constraints on compact dark
matter from observations, it is also important to conduct
ray-tracing simulations that include both ICL stars and
compact dark matter, as was partly done in [26]. Ray-
tracing simulations are helpful to better understand what
kind light curves such compound lens system predict.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSIONS

In this paper, we have adopted a simple analytical lens
model that consists of a point mass lens and a constant
convergence and shear field, which is used to study lens-
ing properties of a point mass lens embedded in high
magnification regions due to the cluster potential. This
model has been used to derive characteristic scales of
caustic crossing events in giant arcs, such as the time
scale of light curves and maximum magnifications, as a
function of the mass of the point mass lens and the ra-
dius of the source star. We have tuned model parame-
ters to the MACS J1149 LS1 event to constrain lens and
source properties of this event. We have also computed
expected event rates, and derived additional constraints
on the lens and source properties of MACS J1149 LS1.

Our results that are summarized in Figures 3 and 4
indicate that MACS J1149 LS1 is fully consistent with
microlensing by ICL stars. The allowed ranges of the
lens mass and source radius are 0.1 M⊙ ! M ! 4 ×
103M⊙ and 40 R⊙ ! R ! 260 R⊙, respectively. The
most plausible radius of the source star is R ≈ 180 R⊙

(luminosity L ≈ 6 × 105 L⊙), which is consistent with
a blue supergiant. In this case, the source star should
have been magnified by a factor of ≈ 4300 at the peak.
Our results suggest that the allowed ranges of the lens
mass and source radius are relative narrow, which limit
the possibility of explaining MACS J1149 LS1 by exotic
dark matter models.

We have discussed the possibility of constraining com-
pact dark matter in the presence of ICL stars. Using
the saturation argument, we have shown that compact
dark matter models with high fractional matter densi-
ties (fp " 0.1) for a wide mass range of 10−5M⊙ !
M ! 102M⊙ are inconsistent with the observation of
MACS J1149 LS1 because such models predict too low
magnifications at the position of MACS J1149 LS1. We
note that this constraint from the saturation condition
should be applicable to the total compact dark matter
fraction for models with extended mass functions [45].
We expect that we can place tighter constraints on the
abundance and mass of compact dark matter by careful
analysis of observed light curves as well as more observa-
tions of caustic crossing events.

In this paper, we have assumed a single star as a source.
As discussed in [1], there is a possibility that the source
is in fact a binary star, based on multiple peaks in the
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• high number 
    density leads 
    to too strong 
    saturation 
    which cannot 
    explain Icarus

• close window
    at 10-100 Msun

(see also Inoue & Kusenko 2017;
Zumalacarregui & Seljak 2017)



… and more events (?)

0.5″

October 30 20162014
Lev 2016B

January 3 2017 Lev 2017A

LS1 / Lev 2016ALS1 / Lev 2016A LS1 / Lev 2016A

Fig. 4: Highly magnified stellar images located near the MACS J1149 galaxy cluster’s
CC. The left panel shows LS1 in 2014; we detected LS1 when it temporarily brightened by
a factor of ≥ 3 in late-April 2016. The center panel shows the appearance of a new image
dubbed Lev 2016B on 30 October 2016. The red curve marks the location of the cluster’s
CC from the CATS cluster model (7 ). The position is consistent with the possibility that
it is a counterimage of LS1. The right panel shows candidate named Lev 2017A with
≥ 4‡ significance detected on 3 January 2017. If a microlensing peak, Lev 2017A must
correspond to a di�erent star.
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Fig. 1.— The detection of HFF14Spo-NW and HFF14Spo-SE in HST imaging from the Hubble Frontier Fields. The central panel
shows the full field of the MACSJ0416 cluster, in a combined image using optical and infrared bands from HST. Two boxes within the
main panel demarcate the regions where the HFF14Spo host galaxy images appear. These regions are shown as two inset panels on the
left, highlighting the three images of the host galaxy (labeled 11.1, 11.2, and 11.3), which are caused by the gravitational lensing of the
cluster. Two columns on the right side show the discovery of the two transient events in optical and infrared light, respectively. In these
final two columns the top row is a template image, the center row shows the epoch when each transient appeared, and the bottom row is
the di↵erence image.

Fig. 2.— Light curves for the two transient events, HFF14Spo-NW on the left and HFF14Spo-SE on the right. Measured fluxes in
micro-Janskys are plotted against rest-frame time at z = 1.0054, relative to the time of the peak observed flux for each event. The
corresponding Modified Julian Date (MJD) in the observer frame is marked on the top axis for each panel. As indicated in the legend,
optical observations using the HST ACS-WFC detector are plotted as circles, while infrared measurements from the WFC3-IR detector are
plotted as squares.

↑ additional events near Icarus
     (Kelly, .., MO+, arXiv:1706.10279)          

← similar fast transients in 
     another HFF cluster
       (Rodney, .., MO+, arXiv:1707.02434)



Summary
• new microlensing near the center of a cluster,
    which led to ultra high magnification of 
    ≳ 4000, was recently discovered

• most distant individual star and most extreme   
    magnification ever observed

• can place new constraints on compact DM 
    that close high-mass (10−100 Msun) window

• active research for better understanding and 
    tighter constraints ongoing


